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elcome to the May edition of the
ADR Newsletter. In this issue we
review a document digitisation project..
If you would like to make a contribution too
the newsletter please send your feedback,,
questions, articles, comments, or testimonials,s,
es
etc. to us by email: adr@ausdr.com.au. No names
will be published with reader submissions unless
ess
specifically requested otherwise.

COMIC RECOVERY
“Sorry Sir, when we say we
can digitise your records,
that doesn’t mean we can
digitise your old vinyl
Barry Manilow records”

FEATURED PROJECT
DIGITISATION OF STUDENT RECORDSS
In this age of electronic media, many large
institutions are bowing under increasing pressure
to share information in a format that is easily
accessible from anywhere in the world. This is
fine when documents have been created in an
electronic format and can be easily uploaded
to a central file repository, but what do we do
with the documents that only exist in hard
copy format? This was the problem presented
to the information director of a large tertiary
education facility in Sydney recently. The decision
was made that all the hard copy records would
need to be converted to electronic format and
uploaded to their file sharing system. This would
require scanning all the records and using an
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) application
to create a text searchable PDF document. The
information department conducted an audit of
the student records that required uploading to
their server, and quickly ascertained that a project
of this magnitude could not be conducted using
in-house resources. At this point ADR was asked to
provide information and cost estimates to digitise
over half a million pages of student records. ADR
proposed a process whereby the records would be
packed, catalogued, and transported to the ADR
digitisation facility at which point they would be
safely stored in environment chambers as they
awaited digitisation. The records would then be
processed to produce a text searchable PDF file using
specially modified image capture hardware and
software designed specifically for this application.

ADR staff digitising hard copy records.

Projects of this scale generally require a large
amount of time to complete, which can cause
problems for administration staff that need to
view the records during the process. A crucial
component of ADR’s proposal, was the inclusion of
a file request terminal on the customer’s site. The
terminal provides the staff members with a secure,
direct link to the ADR database (for their project
only), which enables them to access specific
files “on demand” whilst they are off-site at ADR
for processing. The institution’s administrators
accepted the proposal and scope of works
presented by ADR and engaged them as such.
Soon after the ADR Operations team attended the
information repository and proceeded to bar-code
each file as they carefully packed the records into
boxes (also bar-coded) for transport. The unique
bar-code enables ADR to monitor the movements of
each file throughout the transport, pre-processing,
digitisation and final delivery stages of the project.
It also forms the basis of the naming convention
during digitisation. Once packed the files were
transported to ADR where they were processed as
per the scope of works provided. Upon completion
of the digitisation phase, the finished PDF files
were QC checked for accuracy and consistency
before being loaded onto a portable hard drive for
delivery to the customer. The original documents
were placed in archival boxes and then returned to
their original location for long term storage.
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ADR isi the
th Platinum
Pl ti
SSponsor off this
thi year’s’ AICLA/
ANZIIF Claims Convention. Please visit us on Booth
14 of the trade exhibit at CC14.
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